FOOTBALL PLAYOFF BRACKET

MAJOR DIVISION

O.V.O

A MICHIGAN STILL SUCKS
Wed 11/11
8:00 field 2
MICH STILL SUCKS

D TAVERN BOYS
Mon 11/16 8:00 fd 6

C THE FILLS

B BGB

FRIDAY NATTY LIGHTS

F FRIDAY NATTY LIGHTS
Mon 11/16 6:00 fd 6

E MULTIPLE SCOREGASMS
Wed. 11/11
7:00 field 2
NOT PARKLAND

18-2

MULTIPLE SCOREGASMS

NOT PARKLAND

18-2

FOOTBALL PLAYOFF BRACKET

RESIDENCE HALL DIVISION

A BIGLER THE BETTER
Mon 11/16 7:00 fd 6
GEARY GOONS

B GEARY GOONS

Brackets subject to change